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President’s Address
PRA Members,
Karen has asked us to share what we consider to be “good poetry.” I expect
any answers she gets will be as varied as snowflakes. Some time ago I tried
to express what makes a poem “good” for me in a poem, as follows:
Blood and Guts and All That Stuff
I don’t much care for sweetness and light
I rather like poems that have a little bite,
like a howling wind on a frosty night,
A tale that’s crusty and hard and brittle
like a crushing blow to someone’s middle.
A story that’s full of gravel and grit,
grimy and dirty and covered with spit,
tied up in a bundle of twisted wit.
Yes, give me a poem that’s a mirror to life,
that cuts through fluff like a surgeon’s knife.
Life as it is, not as it should be;
meaty and tough and all leathery;
a hard-nosed poem is a poem for me.

I suppose that’s why I like the ham-fisted poetry of “The War Poets” like Siegfried Sassoon,
Wilfred Owen and others; the quirkiness of Stephen Crane’s short poems; and the earthiness of
Robert Frost. Hallmarkesqueness poems I’ll leave for others.
A final thought: Time decides what’s good poetry and what’s not. Time winnows the wheat from
the chaff. Good poems are remembered; the rest forgotten.
John McPherson
President PRA

From the PRA Board
*The Dr. Lily Peter Spring Celebration is
scheduled for April 2, 2022, to begin at
10:15 in the Roberts Room of CALS at
River Market, Little Rock. The featured
speaker is Paulette Guerin Bane of Harding
University.
*The date for Poetry Day has not been set.
Chris Henderson volunteered to serve as
Poetry Day Contest Chair.
*Dennis Patton reported for the Poet
Laureate Nominations Committee that he
and Frieda Patton met with the Department
of Higher Education committee members
and a recommendation has been made to the
Governor.
*Due to slow USPS delivery, monthly
contests’ deadline postmark for submittal
has been changed from the second Saturday
of the month to the first Saturday of the
month starting in September.
*Jo McDougall was selected as the new
Honorary Member following the
appointment of the next Poet Laureate.
* The contest guidelines for the Poetry Day
O’Neal Memorial Award are: subject:
farming; free verse; 32 lines
*The subject for the Poetry Day Sybil Nash
Abrams Award is Arkansas Rivers. The
committee for this award is: Pat Durmon
(chair), Cathy Moran, Charles
Southerland, and John Crawford.
*Changes to Poetry Day Contest Rules
Mail all entries and fees in one envelope
postmarked no earlier than July 1, 2022, and
no later than August 15, 2022.
*Change #6 on page 9 of the Yearbook for
the Spring Celebration Contests—the Dr.
Lily Peter Memorial Award, the Verna Lee
Hinegardner Memorial Award, and the Mary
Harper Sowell Award—to read: Mail no
earlier than January 1 and no later than
February 28 (postmarks).
*Poetry Day Contest Rules will now read:
Submit one typed Times New Roman or
similar font.

*PRA will sponsor a Poetry Day Contest
open only to non-member Arkansas
residents. Only a first prize (PRA
membership to end June 2023) will be
awarded.
* Poetry Day and Spring Celebration are no
longer sponsored by branches. A change
was made that reads: “Expenses for Poetry
Day will be reimbursed.” An additional
change was made that reads: “Expenses for
Spring Celebration will be reimbursed.”
These changes will be in the upcoming
yearbook.
*Dennis Patton reported that it appears that
taxes have not been filed for the Sybil Nash
Abrams Trust for quite some time, if at all.
Attempt will be made to obtain a CPA to
work pro bono. If a CPA cannot be obtained
to work pro bono, the treasurer is authorized
to obtain a CPA. Expenses will be paid from
the Sybil Nash Abrams Trust.
* Laura Bridges said that she needed one
more judge for the Sybil Nash Abrams
Student contests. Suzanne Rhodes
volunteered to judge.

New Poet Laureate
Suzanne Rhodes was
selected by the Governor
as our new Poet Laureate.
Past PRA Presidents
Frieda Patton and Dennis
Patton served on the Poet
Laureate Committee with representatives
from the Department of Higher
Education. PRA received four outstanding
nominees—Cathy Moran, Dr. John
Crawford, Kai Coggin, and Suzanne
Rhodes. Suzanne Rhodes is a member of
the PRA Board and was the featured speaker
for the 2021 PRA Spring Celebration. For
more about our new poet laureate, check
here: https://www.aymag.com/arkansaspoet-suzanne-rhodes-is-flying-yellow/
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Welcome New Members

member of Poets’ Roundtable of Arkansas
nearly forty years where she has influenced
many young poets with her ability to weave
words into pictures that touch the heart. She
is happy that her influence has touched some
of her grandchildren who have also won
awards for poetry.

Diane Stefan, Betty Jo Middleton

Transition
Joseph Francis Stefan, husband of Diane
Stefan, died January 14. For more
information, visit www.kirbyandfamily.com.
Longtime PRA member Faye Boyette Wise
died December 12. Her obituary can be
found here:

December Monthly Contest Winners
Judge: Pat Durmon had 15 entries
First Place: “Deep Freeze” – Dr. Emory
Jones
Second Place: “A look within” – Cathy
Moran
Third Place: “Comforting Sound” – John
McPherson
First Honorable Mention: “Stars” – Gail
Denham
Second Honorable Mention: “Lost
Photograph” –Sara Gipson
Third Honorable Mention: “Down the
Rabbit Hole” –Barbara Weatherby

https://www.dialanddudleyfuneralhome.com/obituary
/faye-wise
(Shared here with permission by Faye’s daughter)

Love of poetry is sometimes the stabilizing
factor in people’s lives and it surely has
been in the life of Faye Boyette Wise. From
an early age, she chose written verse as a
way to express her love of nature and family
and God. Although, she was unable to
devote much time to poetry during the years
her four children were growing up, she
covered a lot of ground when her time
became her own. With her husband as her
sounding board and critic, she began to write
about the marvels of nature she saw in her
flower beds and in the garden he grew at the
edge of their yard. She wrote of worries for
the son in Vietnam and poems of patriotic
love of country were spawned for holidays
such as Memorial Day and Fourth of July.
Her writing also took on the banner of her
faith as she began submitting poetry to the
SEARCHLIGHT, a monthly Baptist
publication. When her pastor was called on
to publish a series of sermons, Unusual
Sermons for Uncommon Days, he asked her
to add a poem with each of the sermons.
When she lost her husband a few years later,
she poured her soul into writing and
published a volume called Blessed
Connections. She included many poems
written to and for her husband and dedicated
the volume to family connections. Faye has
won many awards in local, state, and
national contests and has been an active

January Monthly Contest Winners
Judge: Fay Guinn had 12 entries
First Place: “Why I Remembered” – Dennis
Patton
Second Place: “Beloved Husband and
Soldier” – Sara Gipson
Third Place: “Birds of a Feather” – John
McPherson
First Honorable Mention: “America” – Faye
Adams
Second Honorable Mention: “Mid-winter
Meanderings” – Donna Henson
Third Honorable Mention: “Dilemma” –
Jerri Hardesty

Roundtable Monthly Contests
February: Subject – Any; Form – Golden
Shovel Poem (Directions and example on the PRA
website.)

March: Subject – Any; Form – Free verse,
40-line limit

NFSPS Contest Information
https://nfsps.com/poetry_contests.htm
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Congratulations and Newsworthy

Collegiate Poetry Contest is open to

As a winning poet, Suzanne Rhodes, read
her poem as part of the Arizona Poetry
Society's literary festival on Jan. 7. She was
a featured reader with Leonora Somonovis
on Jan. 9 with Open Mouth (Literary Center)
in Fayetteville; Nominated as the next Poet
Laureate of Arkansas.
John W. Crawford won honorable
mention, Utah State Poetry Society; first
place, On the Spot Poetry, Arkansas Writers
Conference; second place, one honorable
mention, Indiana Poetry Society; first place,
one honorable mention, Arizona State
Poetry Society; first place, one honorable
mention, Poets Roundtable of Arkansas
Notified that he will be inducted into the
Arkansas Writers Conference Hall of
Fame, 2022; Nominated as the next Poet
Laureate of Arkansas.
Cathy Moran won two second places, two
third places Mississippi State Poetry
Contest; first place, two honorable mentions
Florida State Poetry Contest; first place,
second place Missouri State Poetry Contest;
first place, third place Minnesota State
Poetry Contest; three first place prizes
Indiana State Poetry Contest; Nominated as
the next Poet Laureate of Arkansas.
Kai Coggin’s fourth collection, Mining for
Stardust was published by FlowerSong
Press November 11th, 2021; she hosted and
judged the poetry of seven high school
students at the ASMSA Poetry Out Loud
competition at Wednesday Night Poetry at
Kollective Coffee+Tea, January 19th. She
will be hosting the statewide Poetry Out
Loud competition March 11th for the
Arkansas Arts Council. Her poem “A
Baptism Reflecting the Celestial” first
published by Lavender Review, was chosen
by Mai Der Vang, and awarded BEST OF
THE NET 2022, through Sundress
Publications. Her poems have been
nominated four times. Only 20 poets out of
thousands of nominations were chosen. She

Arkansas residents, ages 18 to 25, who are
attending Arkansas colleges during the
submission period of January
1 through February 28, 2022.
http://poetsroundtableofarkansas.org .
Send any questions to Karen Moulton,
collegiate contest chair.

Sybil Nash Abrams Memorial
Student Contest deadline is March 1,
2022.
https://poetsroundtableofarkansas.files.wordpress.co
m/2021/10/spring-2022-student-contests.pdf

Send any questions to Laura Bridges, youth
contest chair.

Spring Celebration Contests
Deadline is February 28, 2022
Please make the change on page 6 of the
yearbook.

Poet Laureate’s Poetry Inspires Art
According to clintonairport.com/art, “In
Over an Arkansas Sky, artist, Tiffany Black,
creates the experience of an Arkansas
landscape unfurling on the floor beneath
visitors as they move through the Clinton
National Airport terminal. The title of the
work is a tribute to Arkansas poet laureate
Jo McDougall’s
2010 anthology
Under an Arkansas
Sky, with the
location changed
to share the
perspective of
passengers flying
overhead.” To hear
about this artwork
from the artist,
watch this video:
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?ref=watch_pe
rmalink&v=223915943224002
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hosts Wednesday Night Poetry and February
2nd will be the 33rd Anniversary, never
missing a single week of poetry open mic in
1,723 weeks in a row, since February 1st
1989; Nominated as the next Poet
Laureate of Arkansas.
Pat Laster had two poems published on
Medusa’s Kitchen Poetry blog; eight poems
appeared in “Quilled Quintains” an
anthology of 5-line poems by the Merry
Bombadils branch of the Missouri State
Poetry Society; a poem accepted by
CALLIOPE; first place for Haiku Arizona
State Poetry Contest. She’s agreed to once
again serve as a workshop leader for the
Lucidity Poetry Retreat March 28-30 in
Eureka Springs. She self-published a third
poetry chapbook, “Balancing in Winter’s
Wind,” available upon request.
Gail Denham had poems in Poetic Voices
(Penn.), Swallows Nest (OCW), 2021
Sandcutters (AZ), Illinois Monthly,Tolipse;
Published in Quill & Parchment; Won in
Indiana Contest, PRA contest; Florida
contest; Wyoming Poets Anthology;
Highland Park, who also put two of her
poems on their Facebook page; Prize in
Illinois Spring Fling; published in
Pennsylvania anthology; won prizes in
Massachusetts Poetry contest; published in
Well Versed and Lone Star.
Dr. Emory D. Jones’s “Playful Spring”
third place in Category 20 (Two Rivers’
Poets of Fort Smith Award) of the Poets’
Roundtable of Arkansas 2021 Poetry Day
Contest; “The Funeral Parade” third place in
Category 26 (The Miriam Strauss Memorial
Award) of the Poets’ Roundtable of
Arkansas 2021 Poetry Day Contest; “Sacred
Music” published Indiana State Poetry
Society’s Members Poems for October
2021; “Divine Sculpture” published in
Route 7 Review 2021 Poems, November
2021; “Perfect Day” (A Minute) published
in California Quarterly, Volume 47, Number
3 (2021); “Summer Hummm” first place in

the Lazy, Hazy, Crazy Days of Summer
Poetry of the 2021 White County Creative
Writers Contest; “Heavenly Peace” second
place in Category 1 (Rhymed or Blank
Verse) in the 2021 Winter Contest Missouri
State Poetry Society; “Haunted House”
second place in the Members Only Monthly
Contest for May 2020 Arizona State Poetry
Society; “Squawks from above…”
honorable mention in Category 3 (Haiku)
Arizona State Poetry Society’s 2021
Contest; “Heavenly Peace” honorable
mention in Category 6 (Jesse Belle
Rittenhouse Memorial Award) Arizona State
Poetry Society’s 2021 Contest; “Reverie At
Slack Time” third place in the Margo
LaGattuta Memorial Award of the Poetry
Society of Michigan 2021 Contest; “The
Greater Mercy” second place in Category 8
(Truth Award) Alabama State Poetry
Society’s 2021 Fall Contest; “Divine
Sculpture”, “Heavenly Peace”, and
“Haunted House” published in Sandcutters
2021, journal of the Arizona State Poetry
Society; “Desert Rose” honorable mention
Arizona State Poetry Society’s 2021
Ekphrastic Poetry Contest; “Squawks from
above…” second place in the Haiku
Category Arizona State Poetry Society’s
2021 Contest; “Heavenly Peace” second
place in The Jesse Belle Rittenhouse
Memorial Award Arizona State Poetry
Society’s 2021 Contest; “Deep Freeze” first
place in the December 2021 Poet’s
Roundtable of Arkansas Merry Christmas
Contest; “High Plains” first place in the
Bring Back the Prairies Award of the 2021
League of Minnesota Contest; “Deep
freeze” second honorable mention in the
Florence Hynes Willette Memorial Award
of the 2021 League of Minnesota Poets
Contest; “Sacred Music” third honorable
mention in the Moccasin Award of the 2021
League of Minnesota Poets Contest;
“Heavenly Peace” published in Issue #55 of
the Neologism Poetry Journal in December
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Elizabeth Dail

2021; “Summer Hummm” and “Riding
Herd” published in Volume 90.9/Fall 2021
of Pasques Petals; “The Piano” published in
Poetry Quarterly, Fall 2021 Issue; “In their
ermine stoles…”, “On a pale blue sky….”,
and “Yellow butterflies….” published in
Three-Line Poetry January 2022 Issue.
Marilyn Joyner reports that the South
Arkansas Poets of the Pines continue to
have meetings via telephone conference
calls. “Email correspondence keeps us in
touch with each other also. We exchange
information about interesting articles and
noteworthy poetry.”
Laura Trigg had a poem in the most recent
issue of Medicine and Meeting, the UAMS
literary journal. Other PRA members in the
issue were John McPherson, Emory
Jones, and LaDeana Mullinix. One of her
poems in Delta Poetry Review in February
of 2021 was nominated for Best of the Net
2021. She has had poetry accepted for an
upcoming issue of Jerry Jazz Musician.

This Poet’s Purpose
Poetry runs thru my veins. No, literally,
poetry runs through my maternal bloodline.
My mother’s mom was a poet; my mom is a
poet; and I am a poet. My name is Elizabeth
Rose Dail. I am the current president of the
Baxter County Poets’ Association. I was
born in Nashville, Tennessee, on January 29,
1983. When I was two-and-a-half years old,
my mom, dad and I moved closer to my
maternal mother’s mom and dad. Grandma
was an avid reader and a poet for as long as
I knew her. Grandma and mom read fairy
tales to me or spun their own tales.
Constantly feeding my imagination. Nothing
was impossible. Grandma introduced me to
the forest fairies. On wildwood walks,
grandma and I would leave small wooden
spools, buttons, or pieces of food for the
fairies. When grandma introduced me to a
library, it was like Heaven on Earth!
I don’t really remember when I wrote my
first poem, but I’ve found a free verse I
wrote at age six. I don’t really like writing
like others, so I try to stay original, with
made-up forms and sporadic influences.
Although, I do write formal forms, rhyme,
and free verse. I compose on both my
computer and in notebooks. I am inspired by
daily activities, music, reading, and my
emotions.
Mom started writing later in life. But, her
poetry is exquisite, and different than
grandma’s and mine. Before grandma died,
there were three generations living next to
each other… writing poetry!
Mom was always my biggest fan in life and
on the page. When I fell ill in college, she
welcomed me home with a loving heart.
When I started hearing voices; having visual
hallucinations; and facing disabling anxiety,
depression, and paranoia, poetry became one
of my last coping mechanisms. I would stop
crying, tears running down my cheeks, so

Poet Profiles:
Elizabeth and Debra Dail
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that I could write down a snappy line or
catchy phrase.
God has blessed me with the gift of poetry.
Yet, I tend tend to lean to the dark side of
life, like one of my favorite poets, Edgar
Allan Poe. I love his poem, “Annabelle
Lee.” I write dark more often, because life is
not a fairy-tale. Life is not full of happy
endings. There are a lot of grays.
I may have fallen ill my first year of college,
but I transferred home. I graduated at
Arkansas State University of Mountain
Home with an Associate of Arts. That
includes two years of classical Latin and two
years of Anatomy and Physiology. But, I’m
so sick that I’m disabled.
Yet, I was so surprised the other day at the
gas pumps, when I over-heard dad talking to
a random stranger at another pump. Without
having to hide anything and with pride, I
heard him tell the stranger, “My daughter is
a poet!”
And I realized that I am. My love of poetry
has more purpose than I realized. It hasn’t
only touched my life. And, it is more than a
tradition.
It’s an expression of a life well blessed!

my breathing shallows.
Each poem pouring fourth from my very
soul,
like Bisquick upon an old greased iron
skillet into circular pancakes.
Yet, I find peace in that I’ll live eternally
by the word of my pen upon these notebook
pages.
My thoughts are drawn forth till they are no
longer poems
but prayers that whisper in the dark as they
rise to God’s ear.
Speaking for me when I cannot speak.
Living for me while I cannot live.
Poetic license allowing me to discover a
new world around me.
So, I sit here,
a woman of my word,
dying slowly,
poem by poem.

Debra Dail
I was born in a small home located in the
rural area of Spencer, Indiana. It could have
been a tragic childhood if not for my
mother. We moved frequently but that did
not deter my mother from introducing my
brothers and me to the magical world of the
forest. My memories of my childhood
included almost daily walks among the
mighty trees as well as learning the names of
plant and tree, what was edible around us,
and what was poisonous. The love of
outdoors continues to this very day!
One night, way after midnight, my mother
and her crew decided to tiptoe out and take a
bus to live with my mother's sister and her
husband in Swayzee, Indiana. After high
school, the decision was to go to Indiana
University in Kokomo. I became a
Registered Nurse and was a Charge Nurse
for most of those years. Loved my job. It
was hard work but rewarding.
I started writing poetry when I was in my
40's. But read and loved poetry all my life. I
always admired my mother when she moved

Dying By My Word
The spiral spines of my notebooks quickly
unravel,
roughly encircling my arms and legs.
They bind me to my desk, and I become a
part of the grain of the wood.
Words run from my fingertips like spilled
ink upon the page.
I am forced to write.
My soul will not be quieted.
The wires tighten, draining the life from me.
My breath breathes life into my poems.
Verse by verse:
my pulse weakens,
my sight darkens,
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her pen and created a song without music
and with only twenty-seven letters. My
daughter has been placing her thoughts on
paper since a child. Both writing brilliantly
and beautifully. One is writing of life
already lived, the other writing of present
moments and imagining all her tomorrows.
That is why I wrote. It is like delivering a
baby. Most of the time the pain can be
excruciating but the results you want to
share with the entire world!
I enjoy writing with pencil on paper. It may
take me a half hour or days depending how
much tweaking I need to do. I started out
writing rhyming poems but have tried
different forms including free verse. The
first poetry contest entered came in First
Place. I was tickled pink! At first, I was
writing several poems a week but slowed it
down a bit. But I stopped when mom died. It
is like losing your most prized possession.
You desire it so badly, but it can't be
found.... She died in 2005.
It was difficult to find my favorite poet.
There are so many varieties and flavors. But
since love poems are mainly what I write, I
chose Percy Bysshe Shelley. I lean toward
classical love poetry and Shelley fills that
bill! My favorite poem is Kashmiri Song by
Laurence Hope.
I was the President of the Baxter County
Poets Association for many years. But
daughter, Elizabeth, was voted in. I knew I
was finished with this position. But I
enjoyed almost every moment. We were
blessed to be able to have a display in our
lovely new Library in Mountain Home. I
especially enjoyed meeting so many
talented, remarkable people!

with impressions you will leave in the snow.
Cumbersome load has smothered my spirit
as dark shadows will fill what was ours.
Time meandering slowly onward
with agony of beating minutes, the hours....
Missing you before you have left me
no warmth be mine this night, no rest.
Imminent departure vanished my strength,
the gloomy umbra will be your quest.
Answer do--before you take this fire
do you think of me as I dream of you?
Oh! tell me, Oh! tell me true!
do you think of me as I dream of you?

Keeping Poetry Alive—
What is “good poetry”… it is the artful use
of words that elicit an emotional connection
with the reader.
Barbara Weatherby
Good poetry is musical and uses sounds and
rhythms to convey meaning. Good poems
have fresh images and figures of speech;
they have strange and interesting subjects.
Good poems are surprising and bring new
insight to both poet and reader. Good poems
leave much unsaid, allowing the reader to
step inside and interpret what they see and
feel. "To see it feelingly" (from King Lear)
is what good poems allow us to do.
Suzanne Rhodes
I don't feel qualified to say what is good -however, I do know what I enjoy most. My
favorite poets such as William Stafford,
Elizabeth McDaniel, Billy Collins, Mary
Oliver, Inez Hunt write about the "real". No
fancy words, or flights into colorful
descriptions which sound pretty but add
nothing. Of course I love story, humor, and
poems about "real" people -- the sort you see
on the street. Or poems about an old house
and what it has to tell.
Gail Denham

DO YOU THINK
Missing you before you have left me,
into the stark cold night you will go.
There will be lingering haunts of your
nearness
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Feature Interview

I enjoy poetry on unusual subjects. Too
many poems are written on the same
overused topics. I want to be struck by a
unique poem that uses different words to
describe the situation. That's something I
would read again and again. If a poem is
written about a tried-and-true subject, then I
look for metaphorical allusions to give the
verse some creativity. Putting an object or
concept on another level of meaning gives a
spark to thought. I like to read poems that
take me to a different atmosphere with
unusual boundaries. When entering contests,
I always look for an angle to the topic
instead of the obvious one. I hope that
implies that I spent some time thinking
about the theme, and composing the lines.
Cathy Moran

Photo credit Michael E. Hibblen

Mary Ellen Kubit and J. Bradley Minnick
are lovers of language as evidenced by their
chosen careers and their public radio show
/NPR podcast, Arts & Letters. She has been
a visiting lecturer in the School of
Communication at the University of Central
Arkansas for the past eight years. He is an
Associate Professor of English at the
University of Arkansas in Little Rock. They
came to Arkansas by way of the University
of Texas, El Paso, and the University of
Pittsburgh in Pennsylvania where they met
in graduate school. Brad has a PhD in
Language and Literacy while Mary Ellen
has an MFA in poetry. In addition to their
teaching assignments, they have a radio
show/podcast called Arts & Letters, which
you can listen to on KUAR 89.1 FM or
wherever you get your podcasts. I first met
Mary Ellen and Brad when they were guest
speakers at Poetry Day in November.
Looking for interesting stories to feature on
Arts & Letters, the couple has explored the
state visiting NPR affiliate and feeder
stations, and has met many musicians, poets,
and other culture-keepers in the form of
story-tellers. Brad says celebrating Arkansas
scholars, writers, and artists makes
humanities accessible to the masses. He
believes that public radio generally tends to
focus on artists from the east and west
coasts. Arts & Letters highlights strong
intellectual work that has often been

Emily Dickinson has been quoted as saying
“If I feel physically as if the top of my head
were taken off, I know that is poetry.”
Laura Trigg

Members’ Favorite Love Poems
Suzanne Rhodes "Early in the Morning” by
Li-Young-Lee
Sandra Soli "Touch Me" by Stanley Kunitz
Donna Henson “Meeting At Night” by
Robert Browning
Laura Trigg “Sonnet #116” by William
Shakespeare, “This Paper Boat” by Ted
Kooser, and “The Suitor” by Jane Kenyon
Kai Coggin “The Cinnamon Peeler’s
Wife” by Michael Ondaatje
Janet Ryan Verse 12 of “Rubaiyat of Omar
Khayyam” by Edward Fitzgerald
Here with a Loaf of Bread beneath the
Bough,
A Flask of Wine, a Book of Verse—and Thou
Beside me singing in the Wilderness—
And Wilderness is Paradise enow.
Larry Witherspoon “Dance with Me” by
El Dubya
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From the Editor

overlooked. In so doing, it helps to break
down Southern stereotypes. Brad first
learned what Southern culture had to offer
when he’d accompany his mother on visits
to her home state of Virginia.
Mary Ellen and Brad love the small town
feel of Little Rock and what it offers as a
capital city. Through their jobs and the
show, they have the opportunity to meet and
interview many Arkansas poets such as Poet
Laureate and PRA member, Jo McDougall.
They enjoy discovering musicians and
inviting them to play live in the studio. One
musician, Miranda Ceara, played the standup gut bucket bass on their show “The
Kudzu House of Horrors,” providing a
remarkable cultural experience.
Some poets that they believe are doing
noteworthy work are: Jo McDougall, Kai
Coggin, Suzi F. Garcia, Bryan Boorland,
Mark Spitzer, Keith Polette (who will be
talking about Haibun in an upcoming show),
Greg Brownderville, and Mark Doty. Love
poems that stand out for Mary Ellen are
“Fast Gasp” by Dorianne Laux, “Sunny Day
Café” by Jo McDougall” and “Mirror
Boys” by Bryan Boorland.
“Good poetry is a new expression of
something we all understand. It explains the
surprise of human existence,” Mary Ellen
says. She thinks the work that the PRA does
is remarkable in keeping poetry alive in
Arkansas.
Brad offers this advice to writers: “Write
every day. Show up. Inspiration comes when
you put in the time.”
Arts & Letters will finish their eight season
in June.

I hope you take some time to check out the
love poem suggestions sent in by members
and consider their ideas on what makes good
poetry. Listing the accomplishments
motivates me to submit more poetry to
contests (PRA and NFSPS) and journals. I
hope it has the same effect on you. Thank
you to those who sent in their news and
responses to my requests. Also, a big thank
you to members who agree to be profiled
and featured. It is what makes this
newsletter worth reading.
I am happy to read about the vibrant poetry
scenes around the state. Here in Flippin, my
poetry inspiration comes from the beauty of
the area, not from social interaction with
other poets. The pandemic has made getting
together to share poems trickier. I hope you
find ways of staying connected to other
poets and to poetry.
If you are like me, you have stacks of poetry
books and journals sitting on the end of the
couch and in baskets on the floor just
waiting to be read. Perhaps you have a pile
of poems to be revised, another pile of
prompts to be responded to, and yet another
pile of poems ready to submit. Where do
you find the time? How do you balance it
all?
How big a role does poetry play in your life?
Is it a pot on the back-burner or is it blazing
red hot in the front?
I’d love to hear from you about keeping
poetry alive in your life. Share any time
management strategies and tips with us.
Maybe your idea will be just what another
member poet needs to make it all work.
Have you read a new poet or poem that
made you take notice? Share it with us.
Stay safe.
Keep poetry alive.
Karen Moulton
Editor
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